INSTALLATION WITH WOOD POSTS (TYPICAL)

PLACE 10S/LB MINIMUM ROCK OR CONCRETE AFTER THE FENCE FABRIC IS STRETCHED

TYPICAL SAG SECTION

PLACE 3-6 GAUGE WIRES SPLICE TO STAY AND BOTTOM WIRE

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE GAP BEFORE PLACING TIE DOWN TYPE A-10" TYPE B&D & E-4"
TYPE F-5" TYPE G-1"

TYPICAL VERTICAL ALIGNMENT CHANGE

PLACE DOWELS THROUGH WOOD POST TO ANCHOR (64 EPOXY COATED REBAR 16" MINIMUM LENGTH)

WHEN VERTICAL ALIGNMENT CHANGES 2 IN 8 USE LINE BRACE

LINE BRACE FOR TYPE G FENCE

SPACE AT INTERVALS NOT EXCEEDING 400 FT

CATTLE PASS FENCE DETAIL

USE CORNER BRACE ON ALL CATTLE LINE DEVIATION WHEN WOOD POSTS ARE USED

NOTES:

FENCE PLACED 1 FT INSIDE HWY R/W FENCE MAINTAINED BY THE STATE AND COUNTY

POST & WIRE LOCATION

FENCE PLACED ON HWY OR R/W LINE FENCE NOT MAINTAINED BY THE STATE.

PLACE WIRE TO PULL AGAINST POST.

POST & WIRE LOCATION

FENCE PLACED ON HWY OR R/W LINE FENCE NOT MAINTAINED BY THE STATE.

PLACE WIRE TO PULL AGAINST POST.